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What is the Reset?

A Reset helps you to reflect on your context and asks whether your routines are helpful or restrictive. 
The following on the eye simple circles support the exercises. They provide insight into your daily routines 

from different angles.

The Window Cleaner

Zoomed out;
at the edge of context

Where am I?

Walking through our context 

Het nieuwe

Out of the box – creating
a new context

In the eye of the storm

Zoomed in; in the middle
of the context

* The Reset is inspired by Theory U.



The U process is based on MIT research that investigated why companies survive. These companies had and have the 
quality to look at themselves, to their changing context and respond to them. As it turned out, the U process can also be 
used for the individual case. The Reset House masters 'the U’ in all components and, based on presencing, innovates her 
practices.

You will zoom out and look 
at your context. What do you 
see.

You will look again at your 
context in looking through a 
window into the room of your 
life. What do you see?

Which images, thoughts and words 
adhere in your context. 

You will reflect on all the 
insights you gained looking at 
your context. What do you 
feel?

Design your values, vision, priorities and 
goals, visualize the journey towards them.

Define Field labs to experiment  
on your goals, Execute small 
projects  the moment you can. 

In a short period of time 
amazing behavioral change.

The Reset program



Reset 2-day
for teams & 
individuals

You get

An inspiring setting 

Exercises that help understand the context and raise 
awareness of unconscious beliefs, choices and behaviours

Insights that help a structural change in behaviour and the 
next steps

Guidance by experienced trainers with years of business, 
change and coaching experience

Result

Inspired by yourself or the team and with step-by-step plan 
in hand, you can confidently enter your future.

Team cohesion

Environmental coherence



Reset Coach training 
based on the U, 
provides you with 
deep dive tooling on 
your coach or 
change approach

You get:

Explanation and material to facilitate U-processes yourself

A core question to practice

A group of 5 to practice according to Kolb's Learning Circle

A setting that inspires

Guidance by trainers with ridiculous experience of business, 
change and coaching experience

One of us as co-trainer at your first Reset session

Learning goals

You will experience the U process as a trainee and supervisor 
for individuals and teams (the two-side learning curve (trainee 
and trainer) is a unique concept that train you inside out and 
thus with maximum effect).

You learn to deal with the group dynamics

Result

You have a deepening on your coaching approach in your 
portfolio to guide individuals and teams towards structural 
change



About the money

Individual Reset and Reset Coach training

Team reset is adapted to 
your wishes. 
Customized pricing.

Princing # €
Price per day, 2 trainers 1.000,00€  2 2.000,00€  
Location costst 400,00€     1 400,00€     
Overhead costs 50,00€        1 50,00€        

Sub 2.450,00€  
VAT 514,50€     

Total 2.964,50€  



References

Individual Reset
‘You are great people and know how 
to create a comfortable setting! The 
two days help me take the next steps 
now that I am superseded since this 
week. I'm going to get started with 
the insights, tools and tips I've been 

given in training.’
Projectleader ICT

‘This was the best and also the most 
intensive leadership training to date. 
Thanks again for the surprising 
insights!’

Senior manager after one of the 
Summer Resets

Team Reset
‘The Reset House is a breath of fresh air. As a team, we've grown 

enormously. We understand each other better and what 
happens in the group. How we can organize our work effectively 

and how we should deal with challenges in the future.’
Middle Management team

Clients
Till 2020: IBM, Dutch Railroads, Fintage House 
In 2020: Municipality of Rotterdam, National Police, NN Group, 
KPN, VVAA, XS4ALL, ATN 

Reset Coach Training
‘It was an intensive two-day training that gave me many tools 

and tools to deepen my own and coaching skills. Am very 
enthusiastic about the method, the experience of the trainers 

and the setting in which the training is given. 
After training, more coaching requests come at me.’

Coach trainee


